Featured Events this Month:

April Birthday Party
Thursday, April 4, 1:00 PM

Family Night Bingo
Wednesday, April 17, 6:30 PM

Easter Brunch
Sunday, April 21, 11:00 AM
Monday:
9:00 AM Therapeutic Exercise w/ Christen (DR)
9:10 AM Health Talk w/ Encompass Ltd (DR)
9:30 AM Coffee Chat (LB) (PI)
11:00 AM Yoga w/ Misha (AR)
12:00 PM Coupon Clippers (AR) (PI)
1:30 PM Color Therapy (AR) (PI)
2:30 PM Challenge w/ Interim (DR)
4:00 PM Book Club (LB) (PI)
6:00 PM Scrubble® Challenge LB (PI)

Tuesday:
9:00 AM Therapeutic Exercise w/ Christen (DR) (ELD)
9:10 AM Health Talk w/ Encompass Ltd (DR)
9:30 AM Coffee Chat (LB) (PI)
11:00 AM Yoga w/ Misha (AR)
12:00 PM Coupon Clippers (DR) (PI)
1:30 PM Color Therapy (AR) (PI)
2:30 PM Challenge w/ Interim (DR)
4:00 PM Book Club (LB) (PI)
6:00 PM Scrubble® Challenge LB (PI)

Wednesday:
9:00 AM Therapeutic Exercise w/ Christen (DR) (ELD)
9:10 AM Health Talk w/ Encompass Ltd (DR)
9:30 AM Coffee Chat (LB) (PI)
11:00 AM Yoga w/ Misha (AR)
12:00 PM Coupon Clippers (AR) (PI)
1:30 PM Color Therapy (AR) (PI)
2:30 PM Challenge w/ Interim (DR)
4:00 PM Book Club (LB) (PI)
6:00 PM Scrubble® Challenge LB (PI)

Thursday:
9:00 AM Therapeutic Exercise w/ Interim (DR)
9:10 AM Health Talk w/ Encompass Ltd (DR)
9:30 AM Coffee Chat (LB) (PI)
11:00 AM Yoga w/ Misha (AR)
12:00 PM Coupon Clips (AR) (PI)
1:30 PM Color Therapy (AR) (PI)
2:30 PM Challenge w/ Interim (DR)
4:00 PM Book Club (LB) (PI)
6:00 PM Scrubble® Challenge LB (PI)

Friday:
9:00 AM Therapeutic Exercise w/ Interim (DR)
9:10 AM Health Talk w/ Encompass Ltd (DR)
9:30 AM Coffee Chat (LB) (PI)
11:00 AM Yoga w/ Misha (AR)
12:00 PM Coupon Clips (AR) (PI)
1:30 PM Color Therapy (AR) (PI)
2:30 PM Challenge w/ Interim (DR)
4:00 PM Book Club (LB) (PI)
6:00 PM Scrubble® Challenge LB (PI)

Saturday:
10:00 AM Light Weights w/ Lana (AR) (PI)
10:30 AM Nail Spa (AR) (PI)
12:10 PM Card Making w/ Christen (DR) (ELD)
2:00 PM Bingo (DR) (PI)
4:00 PM Yoga w/ Misha (AR)
6:00 PM Thursday Night Pitch Club (AR)
Featured Events this Month:

**Connecting With Nature**  
Thursday, April 11, 1:00 PM

**Making Dog Treats For Humane Society**  
Thursday, April 25, 1:00 PM

**Legato: Take Me Out To The Ballgame**  
Monday, April 29, 10:30 AM